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Werner Gasser: On Grace…

Let us attempt a measure of grace, for once. Grace is a notion that has seemingly gone out of fashion, although it should – 
why not? – become fashionable once again. By the notion of grace I mean a fascinating ease of movement and at the same 
time of thought and sensory perception, which communicates itself effortlessly to the observer. Within the photographic 
works of Werner Gasser lies this measure of grace.
But what then is grace, if it is true that it is an idea that prefers to align itself with beauty, although not in an exclusive 
manner? What is grace if it proceeds from beauty, and yet produces the effects of beauty, even when beauty itself is absent. 
What is it then, if beauty can still exist indeed without it, and yet has no attraction except when together with it? Friedrich 
Schiller, On Grace and Dignity, 1793
Grace is a quality that is rare in reality, and thus it gains its legitimacy precisely by its rarity. For Schiller it has a strictly 
moral connotation: more exactly, sensuousness and an internalized morality balance each other completely, in order to 
enable free and graceful action. Transferred to our times, one could say that grace is connected to the human dream of 
flying, with the innate desire to disregard all possible obstacles, not with ultimate power but with infinite ease.
In this sense grace is something exotic. Only in opposition to the exotic, which is filled with many [nonrealistic] images and 
expectations does grace becomes an evident quality that one may perceive – with surprise – immediately within another 
person, within a process, and maybe also within an object. Friedrich Schiller, to whom we are indebted for one of the most 
important contributions to this topic in his essay “On Grace and Dignity” of 1793, located grace entirely within human 
activity, namely and exclusively as result of [arbitrary] movement and at the same time as an expression of moral sensibility. 
However, at this stage we also apply the notion of grace to artistic creations, which is alien to Schiller’s thought. Full 
apologies for that!

Even though photographs are without a doubt static images, in the case of Werner Gasser they also clearly take into account 
the principle of movement. Thus, we like to assume that the “moving principle”, as Schiller terms it in reference to the soul, 
lies within the artist himself, within his artistic intentions. Let us now apply this in the case of concrete works. For example, 
with Gasser’s ten-part series of “Forbidden Images” which date back to the year 2006. One set of this series is part of the 
collection of the Museion (Bozen/Bolzano). These colour photographs in 70 x 100 cm format, printed on aluminum dibond, 
depict museum objects that had previously been presented within exhibitions. Among them is the Apollo from the Belvedere 
which was exhibited several years ago in the Jewish Museum of Berlin, as part of the highly successful exhibition “Die Macht 
der Zeichen”. One photo shows a replica of his head, supplied with lines.
In his photo series, Gasser depicts  also museum objects that are not allowed to be photographed, as the title suggests. 
Thus, the photographer merely circumvents a rule that is not unusual within the museum system and is applied primarily 
because of conservation measures, but also for purposes of copyright. Gasser is able to achieve an aesthetic entirely his 
own out by overstepping the established order, and despite its unlawful component it displays no heaviness. The Apollo 
from the Belvedere, through which Felix Klein tried to mathematically discover the secret of beauty in 1898, is depicted 
in perfectly sharp focus and well-integrated within the composition of the picture, but other images from the series are 
distinguished by their displacing of detail or by the blurring of the image as a whole.
These photographic “mis-takes” are caused by the velocity with which Gasser takes his photographs, in order to not be 
discovered, in order to remain within the image: the velocity is required by the artist so as to jump over impeding obstacles 
without getting into trouble. Thus, the act of blurring, slipping and merging creates a movement of dynamism within the 
images, achieving in the process a completely unsuspected appeal from such objects as a royal porcelain vase from the 
Charlottenburg Palace, which might be spectacular for experts but surely not for the average consumer. This is just one 
example. (Other museum-taken photographs depicting works of art – e.g. the two chandeliers by Rudolf Stingel exhibited in 
2010 in the Berlin National Gallery – were evidently taken in different conditions and are crystal clear as images).
The component of movement within Gasser’s work depends on the way in which the artist composes his pictures. They are 
recurrently realized as two-piece images and work with several strong elements that are distributed across the surface 
in order to set the eye in motion. This effect is also increased by the fact that Gasser works almost entirely with colour 
photography, which concedes to the depicted objects the sensuous colourful quality of everyday life instead of rendering 
them abstract through the use of black and white. The colourfulness of the selected details within the work of Werner 
Gasser is characterized by a certain ease: as a tendency this recalls not so much the strong saturated colours of high-
contrast combinations, but  rather– we might say – the colours of the first bloom of springtime.

It is remarkable that such a special quality as grace could stray so far out of focus. Nevertheless, it comes recurrently to 
the surface. On the highest level, for example, in regard to an artist like Henri Matisse. Considering the era in which his 
works were created, he was blamed over and over again of refusing to confront reality. Or in regard to Alexander Calder, 
whose sculptures created in the 1950s and 1960s contain the principle of motion in a rather realistic way; but also in some 
of the light-work pieces of Otto Piene from circa 1960. Grace is present also today. Perhaps in some video works of Pippilotti 
Rist. Or within the performance of a dancer whose movement is not qualified by a touch of irony, but instead intensified. 
Or within the photographs of Werner Gasser, whose meanings, I believe, are in terms of narrative not easy to define. The 
actual significance of his works consists in the sense of gesture inherent to them, which is to say, in their sense of grace. 
And herein consists – in my opinion – the unique character of these photographs. A critical virulence can occur, if grace is 
applied as a heuristic device of analogy -  in order to see exactly where grace is lacking.

Andreas Hapkemeyer
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